Felina’s scrawls 2
Then the Orcs start to come.
They come when the night is deepest….
You can hear them scurrying around…. See their red eyes in the distance…..smell their filthy
presence……
We came across a recent battleground. The traces are there…even traces of magic use. But
nothing more. No bodies, no rags, no nothing. Nearby a beautiful medallion of a beautiful
goddess was found, hidden between the roots of a tree….
The thorn bush seemed a good hiding place for the night. Too small an area to put up the
tents, but no one will be rushing in. Then the dwarf decided to catch an Orc… Why? What
does he think he is? A hero or something? I told you he would be noisy! Even the guards back
in Berdusk would probably hear his clattering tools falling.
Now we have to move again.
We were intercepted by a band of Orcs though. Some attempts to distract them were futile…
Some of us cannot run, some of us cannot hide…. We had to make a stand there, I guess ……
Then they came in visual range. Small Orcs, big Orcs, hairy Orcs… even a two-headed-giant
Orc! A foul magic wielding two-headed giant Orc to be precise.
After a short while the battle seemed to turn the wrong way. Kendalan hanging limp in the
three….Grimwald’s lifeless body being robbed by Orcs…. Jay standing unsteady…
I decided to help Cuura with the giant. The two of us could flank it and maybe finish it of
quickly. The left head casted a spell, the right head concentrated on Cuura… it should be
possible to move in close… but it might be the right head controlling the right side of the
body… or the left head multitasking ….or whatever…. I ended up with being the receiving
end of a full blow of it’s club.
Staggering, I managed to separate a pair of big Orcs from the main event. When I came back I
saw the battle had turned in our favor. The giant was dead as well as most of the Orcs. Some
managed to get away with the dwarf’s stuff.
The adrenaline what kept me going seeped away and I collapsed.
Remember me, my cat, that I will never do this frontal assault tactic again…. Ever!

